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European Recovery and the Eighth District

The economic problems of Europe seem remote 
to most people in the Eighth Federal Reserve Dis
trict. Between this region—part Middle West, part 
Middle South—and the Atlantic coastline of Europe, 
stretches almost 4,000 miles of land and water. 
Despite growth in understanding of the world posi
tion of the United States and the responsibilities 
going with that position, Europe still seems far 
away. The district has many problems of its own 
—it is working hard to attain better economic bal
ance and higher income.

The district does, however, have definite and spe
cial interests in European recovery and should be 
familiar with the problems and implications of that 
recovery. The interests of the United States in 
Europe have been told in detail in many articles and 
speeches. These interests are political and humani
tarian as well as economic. A free Europe is essen
tial to our political interests as a nation. As indi
viduals we want to help the people of Europe to 
recover from the devastation of war. And we have 
learned that prosperity for the United States is at 
best shaky unless the other regions of the world 
share in that prosperity.

From the special standpoint of the district inter
ests are primarily economic. Europe—especially 
Western Europe—has been a good market for 
many of this region’s products. During the recovery 
phase, we will continue to share in producing goods 
going abroad. Attainment of recovery would stim
ulate international trade in general and should 
widen our foreign markets. And widening foreign 
markets will aid in providing higher district income.

PROBLEMS OF EUROPEAN RECOVERY
The European continent, including the British 

Isles but excluding Russia, occupies an area of two 
million square miles and has 400 million people. In 
contrast, the United States has a land area half 
again as large with a population but one-third as 
great. The so-called Marshall Plan nations1 alone 
have twice as many people as the United States in 
an area half as large.

Europe, and particularly Western Europe, thus is 
a heavily populated region. Western Europe is 
highly industrialized— Eastern Europe has been 
mainly agricultural. These nations, because of dif
ferences in natural resources, economic develop
ment, skills, customs, and wants, have found it 
advantageous to specialize in various types of goods 
and services. This specialization has resulted in a 
higher level of total output than otherwise would be 
possible, but it has created considerable interde
pendence among the nations of Europe. Unless they 
can trade among themselves and with the rest of the 
world, their economies suffer, their markets are 
reduced and their production declines. In 1938, 
Western Europe alone had almost one-half of the 
international trade of the world, owned almost two- 
thirds of the world’s shipping tonnage, and held 
large foreign investments.

The basic problems of European economic re
covery are summed up best in two major reports:
(1) The report of the Committee on European 
Economic Cooperation, prepared in response to

1These are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, Iceland, 
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, and W estern Germany.
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Secretary Marshall’s speech at Harvard in June,
1947, and (2) the report of the Research and 
Planning Division of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe issued in the spring of 1948. 
The first deals mainly with the problems of the 
western nations participating in Marshall Plan aid; 
the second considers Europe as a whole.

Both reports point out that the postwar difficul
ties of Europe have their roots in the war. Physical 
devastation and disruption, human strain and ex
haustion, prolonged interruption of international 
trade, internal financial disequilibrium, and mass 
movements of population all combined to result in 
temporary economic paralysis. This situation was 
intensified by dislocations elsewhere in the world, 
especially in the regions of Asia which supplied 
Europe with many raw materials and foodstuffs.

The Balance of Payments—As noted, the na
tions of Europe require a large volume of inter
national trade to function efficiently. When nations 
trade among themselves they must balance their 
payments and receipts. A  nation receives pay
ments from abroad for goods it sells other nations, 
for services it performs for them, and from its over
seas investments. It makes payments to other 
nations for its imports of goods and services and 
in income from foreign investments within its 
borders. Any difference between its payments and 
receipts is made up by credit, by changes in its 
holdings of foreign exchange and gold, or by 
so-called unilateral transfers—gifts.

In a short period a nation may sell more abroad 
than it buys (favorable trade balance) or buy more 
than it sells (adverse trade balance). The differ
ence, of course, must be financed in one way or an
other. Over the long pull neither a favorable nor 
an adverse balance can be maintained unless credit 
is extended indefinitely or goods are given away. 
Purchasers must earn the funds with which they 
buy and sellers must permit them to do so.

Within a nation, individuals trade with each 
other, and payments and receipts are in the form 
of one currency. International trade is complicated 
by the fact that it requires the use of many cur
rencies. A  nation's ability to buy foreign goods 
depends upon its ability to obtain balances in for
eign countries. It gets them mainly through its 
sales of goods and services abroad. Either it gets 
the currencies it needs through direct sales (bilat
eral trade) or through sales to other nations who in 
turn have sold goods and obtained the desired cur
rencies, but who do not need them and will transfer 
them for goods of the first nation (multilateral 
trade).
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Because of the war-induced disruption of the 
European economies and because of steps taken 
during the war—steps necessary to keep fighting— 
Europe was faced at war’s end with a huge deficit 
in its overseas balance of payments. In 1946, the 
consolidated deficit of all European nations in their 
trade and other transactions with the rest of the 
world was $5.8 billion; in 1947 it was $7.5 billion.

Europe for many years has had an adverse bal
ance on its merchandise trade account—in other 
words, in terms of value it has imported more 
goods than it has exported. It has met this adverse 
balance on trade account by interest on its invest
ments abroad and by income from “ invisible” trade 
such as tourist income, shipping services, and the 
like. In 1938, Europe imported merchandise valued 
at $5.8 billion and exported goods valued at $3.7 
billion. Thus, the deficit on trade account was $2.1 
billion. This was balanced by a net income from 
overseas investments of $1.4 billion and from 
services of $700 million.

Last year, however, Europe’s imports were valued 
at $13 billion and its exports at $6 billion. Overseas 
investment income was down sharply from prewar 
because during the war European nations had to 
liquidate many of their investments to pay for 
needed supplies to fight. Consequently, net invest
ment income in 1947 was less than $500 million— 
only one-third as large as in 1938. Also, instead 
of net earnings on services in 1947, Europe had net 
expenditures of $1 billion. This latter situation was 
the result of the great damage done to the merchant 
marine during the war, for a major source of prewar 
service income had come from shipping.

Thus, Europe had the adverse balance of pay
ments noted of $7.5 billion in 1947. This was 
financed partly by gifts from abroad (mainly from 
the United States), partly by foreign credits (also 
mainly from the United States), and partly by 
liquidation of previously acquired foreign assets 
and of gold.

Other Problems—Although the major European 
economic problem is this large adverse balance of 
payments with the rest of the world, behind this 
problem are three others—production, intra-Euro
pean trade, and inflation. And these feed upon and 
reinforce each other.

Inflation in Europe, as elsewhere, creates eco
nomic stresses and strains, disrupts or leads pro
duction into relatively undesirable channels, and 
makes it difficult for nations to do business with 
each other. With trade volume down, European 
nations operate less efficiently, production is re
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tarded, and inflationary pressures are increased. 
And with production retarded goods are not avail
able for export, so that imports have to be curtailed 
and the lessened volume of goods intensifies pres
sure on prices.

One of the knottiest problems facing Europe is 
whether something approximating the prewar trade 
pattern can be restored. Prewar, the intra-Euro
pean trade pattern was as follows: The rest of 
Europe sold on balance to Great Britain and earned 
sufficient funds that were easily transferable (ster
ling) to buy on balance from Germany or from over
seas areas. Great Britain balanced its own accounts 
mainly by its earnings from overseas investments 
and services.

This pattern has been .destroyed. Sterling no 
longer is easily convertible into other needed cur
rencies. Germany lies prostrate and cannot supply 
the other European nations with needed goods. 
And much of Great Britain's income from overseas 
investment and invisible trade has disappeared, 
so that she cannot buy as much in goods from 
abroad as she did.

Finally, the cleavage between Eastern and 
Western Europe is an impediment to recovery. Its 
effect on trade has been exaggerated for some trade 
is flowing between these regions. Furthermore the 
importance of that trade probably has been over
emphasized. In the prewar period not more than 
10 per cent of the total foreign trade of Western 
Europe was with Eastern Europe. Germany, Aus
tria and Italy were the main western nations with 
a high proportion of trade with the East. Neverthe
less, Western Europe depends on Eastern Europe 
for part of its basic supplies, particularly coal, 
lumber and foodstuffs, and recovery will be retarded 
unless East-West trade grows substantially. In 
its programming for recovery the Committee on 
European Economic Cooperation stressed this need.

In summary, then, the basic problem facing 
Europe after the war was (and is) the need to 
restore balance in its international payments and 
receipts. It must import to live and to produce. 
To do so it must lick inflation, increase production, 
and build up its intratrade to promote efficiency. 
And prospects for achieving these measures would 
be dim without outside help.

UNITED STATES ACTION
Our foreign aid program is designed to break 

through this vicious cycle by providing Europe with 
the means to pay for imports—in other words, to 
meet its deficit in the balance of payments.

The policy was announced in a speech by Secre
tary Marshall at Harvard in June, 1947. The Secre

tary said, in part, “ Europe’s requirements for the 
next three or four years of foreign food and other 
essential products—principally from America—are 
so much greater than her present ability to pay that 
she must have substantial additional help or face 
economic, social and political deterioration of a very 
grave character.” He went on to say that before 
the United States could help Europe further the 
nations of Europe should reach agreement on their 
needs and agree to attack their common problems in 
cooperative effort.

In July, sixteen Western European nations met 
at Paris to determine their needs and the efforts 
they could make toward recovery. Invitations also 
had been extended to the nations of Eastern Europe. 
At least some probably would have accepted 
(Czechoslovakia first accepted, then reversed its 
attitude) if Russian pressure had not been brought 
to bear on them. The Paris conference formed a 
Committee for European Economic Cooperation, 
which issued a report late in September, 1947.

As noted earlier, this report set out the problems 
facing Europe (the sixteen nations) and traced 
down their causes. It also produced estimates 
of their combined balance of payments deficit with 
the Western Hemisphere over the four years, 
1948-51, and furnished schedules of commodities 
needed to attain recovery. On their part they 
pledged a strong production effort by each nation, 
especially in agriculture, fuel and power, trans
portation, and modernization of equipment; effort 
to attain internal financial stability; and the de
velopment of economic cooperation among them
selves and any other European nations that would 
join with them. With these efforts plus aid they 
hoped to solve the problem of their deficit with the 
Western Hemisphere.

The goals they set for themselves would involve 
a productive effort roughly equivalent to United 
States achievements from 1940 to 1944. The 1951 
targets were: (1) cereal output equal to 1938, in
creases over prewar in sugar, potatoes, fats and 
oils, and as fast a growth in livestock products as 
possible; (2) coal output of 6 per cent more than 
1938; (3) electric power output of 80 per cent more 
than prewar; (4) development of oil refining 
capacity to 250 per cent of prewar; (5) steel pro
duction 20 per cent above 1938; (6) inland trans
portation facilities 25 per cent larger than 1938;
(7) merchant fleets restored to prewar levels; and
(8) most of the capital equipment needed for these 
goals supplied from European production.

Europe’s goals and needs were appraised carefully 
by our experts. By and large the goals were judged
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possible given the aid requested and available. The 
CEEC estimates necessarily were prepared in some 
haste and subsequent, more thorough examination 
revealed a few overestimates. Also the CEEC 
requirements were listed without regard to avail
ability of goods, and appraisal of the supply situa
tion indicated that not all listed requirements could 
be met in the full amount. Finally, consumer goods 
schedules were raised somewhat and producers' 
goods schedules decreased, on the basis that Europe 
had to provide more goods now for its people to 
maintain and expand output. As a result of these 
appraisals, the total requirements were scaled down.

Meanwhile a committee headed by Secretary 
Krug of the Interior Department reviewed our re
sources to determine whether we could meet 
Europe’s needs without harming these resources 
and, in general, concluded that we could do so. 
Another appraisal, by the Council of Economic 
Advisers, concluded that the United States economy 
could meet the needs without too much inflationary 
shock despite the high level of domestic demand. 
Finally, the President's Committee on Foreign Aid, 
composed of nineteen distinguished citizens under 
chairmanship of Secretary Harriman of the Depart
ment of Commerce, recommended aid be given.

After considerable congressional study and debate 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 was enacted 
by the Congress and signed by the President in 
April, 1948.

ECONOMIC COOPERATION ACT
The major part of the Foreign Assistance Act is 

Title I, the Economic Cooperation Act. Its stated 
purpose is “ to achieve that economic cooperation 
in Europe essential for lasting peace and prosperity” 
through promotion of production, restoration of 
sound currencies and stimulation of international 
trade.

The Act authorizes expenditures of $4.3 billion 
for a twelve-month period plus authority to the 
Export-Import Bank to lend $1 billion over the 
same period. The Harriman report had estimated 
the cost to the United States of the full four- 
year program at between $12 billion and $17 billion, 
but recommended that appropriations be made on a 
year-to-year basis on the grounds that no very 
precise estimates of the needs of a four-year pro
gram were possible at the beginning of the program. 
Insofar as fund authorization is concerned, then, 
the Act applies to a twelve-month program, and 
there is no definite commitment on the part of this 
nation for the full four-year program. The Act 
specifically notes, however, that termination of the
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program is to be after June, 1952 (or after concur
rent resolution by the two Houses of Congress). 
Thus the presumption is that the Congress will 
authorize and appropriate funds for subsequent 
years until the full program is carried out. This, of 
course, assumes that progress will be shown and 
that the program shows signs of achieving its goals.

The Act is concerned primarily with the financing 
of foreign aid and not with procurement of specific 
commodities. The Administrator, acting under the 
President, with the advice of the National Advisory 
Council on International Monetary and Financial 
Problems and the Public Advisory Board (created 
by the Act) is to review and appraise the require
ments of the participating nations for assistance, 
to formulate and approve programs for aid sub
mitted by the participating nations, to provide for 
the efficient execution of the program, and to ter
minate aid or take other remedial action where 
necessary.

The Economic Cooperation Administration 
(EGA) thus is not a purchasing agency but a 
financing agency. It is to make dollar funds avail
able to nations participating in the European Re
covery Program (and the China Aid Program) 
on the basis of their needs after consolidation, re
view and screening.

Financing Procedure — Procedure in obtaining 
ECA funds varies somewhat according to whether 
the exporter to the participating nation is a United 
States Government agency (Departments of Agri
culture, Army, Navy and Bureau of Federal 
Supply), a United States business or individual, or 
a foreign government agency, business or individual. 
In each case the procedure begins the same way. 
ECA, within the appropriation limits set by the 
Act, allocates funds to go to each of the European 
nations in a given three-month period. Originally 
ECA made the allocation considering the advice of 
the Organization for European Economic Coopera
tion (OEEC)—the council of the participating na
tions. Now OEEC is to do its own allocation and 
ECA merely approves and publishes it. This alloca
tion is in the form of dollars and not in the form 
of goods.

Thus each participating nation has an amount 
in dollars to be granted (or loaned) by ECA. A 
prospective importer goes to his government to 
secure a license and the currency needed for the 
import. The government determines first whether 
the import logically should fall under ECA financ
ing, and, if it so determines, applies to ECA for
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authorization to purchase the goods. If ECA 
authorizes the purchase, procurement begins.

From this point the procedure varies. ECA 
authorizes the purchase to be made in the United 
States or elsewhere in the light of our resources 
and the price of the goods here and abroad. (For 
example, petroleum generally is being exported 
from sources outside the United States in view of 
our domestic supply and demand situation. Prices 
for a commodity in supply in the United States but 
requested from a foreign nation must be in line 
with United States prices). If the goods are to 
be purchased here with a United States Government 
agency handling the procurement, the agency is 
reimbursed directly from ECA funds after the goods 
are shipped. If goods are to come from a private 
United States exporter, a letter of commitment is 
issued to the foreign government, that government 
designates a United States bank to act for it (to pay 
the exporter upon presentation of the proper 
papers) and as the transaction goes through, the 
bank is repaid from ECA funds. The bank receives 
a commitment fee from the foreign government for 
its part in the transaction. If the goods are pur
chased in another nation (offshore purchases), 
as a rule the purchase is made directly by the 
European country, on the basis of a procurement 
authorization issued by ECA; after completion of 
the transaction ECA reimburses the European 
country.

Other Considerations—It is important to note 
several points in connection with ECA aid. First, 
it is designed to aid in European recovery and is 
not merely a relief measure. As such, it represents 
a change in our approach to the foreign aid problem, 
rather than a change in the amount of aid we 
extend. The United States already has made huge 
grants and loans to foreign nations—almost $12 
billion to the Western European nations alone 
between July, 1945 and December, 1947. This 
figures to about $5 billion per year in that period. 
Total war and postwar aid to all nations to date 
runs many times that amount.

Most of the pre-ECA aid was for relief purposes 
■—to keep the people of foreign nations alive. ECA 
aid is designed to make Western Europe self 
sustaining after 1951. By so doing it would elim
inate the relief problem there. In the first year 
ECA aid will not run much more than the annual 
rate at which we had been granting aid to Western 
Europe. Subsequent annual needs are expected to 
decrease as Europe gets back on its feet.

Second, ECA aid is not given to individuals but 
to nations. The foreign importer does not get

his goods free. He pays his government in his own 
national currency a sum equivalent to the dollar 
aid extended. These funds are to be deposited in a 
special account, and used for purposes agreed to by 
the nation concerned and the United States.

Third, the United States is to provide the aid 
partly in the form of grants, partly in the form of 
long-term loans. At least one-fifth of the total 
aid extended in the first year must be in the form of 
loans. The Administrator and the National Advis
ory Council will determine just what proportions 
will be given or will be financed by loans in the 
cases of specific commodities and specific countries. 
In general, these proportions will be determined 
by the nature of the aid and capacity to repay.

RECOVERY IN EUROPE TO DATE

ECA was not presented to this nation as a 
sure means to European recovery. It was recog
nized that the problems of Europe were many 
and difficult, that future political events could 
not be foreseen clearly, and that the OEEC na
tions might not attain their goals even with our 
aid. Nevertheless, it was regarded as a worthwhile 
venture for the United States from a realistic 
political and economic viewpoint, as well as a hu
manitarian measure.

Europe already has made progress toward re
covery. As a matter of fact, recovery is further 
advanced now than in the like period after World 
War I, according to the UNECE report.

Total industrial production in Europe in the 
second quarter of 1948 apparently was slightly 
above the 1938 level. Excluding Germany, output 
was probably about one-fifth larger than in 1938. 
Germany, split into various zones, heavily damaged 
by war and prohibited by Allied policy from restor
ing some types of production, currently is produc
ing at 50 to 60 per cent of the prewar level.

Among the other nations of Europe there are 
substantial differences in the degree of recovery 
in industrial production. The Scandinavian nations, 
relatively untouched in terms of physical devasta
tion by the war, are producing about a third more 
than in the prewar period. The United Kingdom, 
by dint of extraordinary efforts, is just a shade 
behind the Scandinavian countries. Belgium also 
has shown substantial recovery, France is running 
about one-sixth more than prewar, and the Nether
lands has succeeded just recently in pushing slightly 
beyond the prewar level. Taken as a group the 
nations of Western Europe, excluding Germany, are 
producing industrial goods in the neighborhood of 
15 or 20 per cent more in physical volume than 
they did in 1938.
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In Eastern Europe information on industrial 
production is more fragmentary. Excluding the 
Soviet Union, however, production apparently is 
up in about the same degree as in Western Europe. 
Again there are substantial variatiohs evident 
among the various nations.

In terms of particular lines there also are appre
ciable differences in the degree of recovery. Coal 
production is moving upward; in some nations it 
is above the 1938 level, in others it still has some
what to gain before reaching that level. Electric 
power production is increasing rather sharply. Out
put of steel, cement and building brick is on the 
upswing. Textile production, however, has failed 
to attain the 1938 level as yet.

Due to the hard winter of 1946-47, agri
cultural output in Europe failed to reach the re
covery level hoped for and total production in 
that crop year probably was 25 per cent less than 
prewar. Crop prospects have been considerably 
better this year, however, and while production will 
not reach prewar levels, Europe’s demand for food 
imports is not as pressing this year as last. In 
this connection, however, it should be pointed out 
that the people of Europe on the whole have been 
fed very inadequately during the entire postwar 
period. Europefs real needs for food imports, de
spite the much better crops in 1948, probably are 
greater than its actual imports in 1947.

On the inflationary front progress also is being 
made. Strong efforts to bring budgets into balance, 
both by decreasing expenditures and increasing 
revenues, are being made this year. During the 
forthcoming fiscal year, several of the Western 
European nations anticipate over-all budgetary 
equilibrium. Most of these had relatively little 
physical wartime destruction and distortion in their 
monetary and fiscal systems so that it is easier for 
equilibrium to be attained for these countries than 
for others. Progress, however, is being made in 
other nations also.

THE DISTRICT STAKE
The Eighth District’s special interest in the 

European Recovery Program arises because of its 
effect on foreign trade—both in the recovery phase 
and in the post-recovery period. The district sends 
a substantial amount of goods into foreign trade and 
buys appreciable quantities of goods produced 
abroad.

Raw materials, particularly farm products, prob
ably account for the major share of exports moving 
from the district proper, but manufactures of 
various kinds also have important foreign markets. 
Cotton is a major district crop and historically

cotton has been a major export commodity. To
bacco also is important in foreign trade and this 
area grows a substantial part of the nation’s to
bacco. Intensive efforts have been made and are 
continuing in order to develop foreign markets for 
burley, the most important tobacco type grown 
here. A fair share of lumber grown in the district 
goes into exports.

Among manufactured products, chemicals, cars 
and car equipment, electrical equipment, agricul
tural machinery, shoes, automobiles and parts, and 
various manufactured foodstuffs (especially milled 
rice, wheat flour and livestock products) are im
portant district products which have substantial 
export markets.

There are no very precise data on export and 
import volume, either in terms of value or quantity, 
for the district proper. The total undoubtedly is 
impressive, however. It is estimated that St. Louis 
area exports alone currently run at an annual rate 
of $100 million. Memphis estimates its export- 
import volume combined is $50 million annually.

Even if more exact statistics were available they 
would not measure the full impact of foreign trade 
on this region’s economy. The market for goods 
and services produced here is affected by foreign 
demand regardless of whether the district’s goods 
themselves move in actual foreign trade. The 
raw materials and manufactures produced in this 
area are part of the supply going to satisfy com
bined domestic and foreign demand. The goods 
actually exported may be produced in other areas, 
but the district’s products enjoy wide markets as 
a result of the total demand. Thus Eighth District 
coal, little of which goes into foreign trade, has a 
wider market now because United States coal 
exports are substantial. Similarly, the market for 
goods imported and used by the area’s industries 
is affected by total demand.

Viewed narrowly, the district’s interest in Euro
pean recovery lies in the fact that goods produced 
here will have wider European markets— first in the 
recovery stage and second in the post-recovery 
stage. Viewed more broadly, the region will benefit 
not only from a share in large trade with Europe, 
but because revival of foreign trade in general will 
widen world markets and increase total demand.

A  sound, large volume of international trade 
depends ultimately on world recovery and thus is 
mainly a development to be hoped for in the 
post-recovery period. But, even in the recovery 
phase, the district need not look only to Western 
Europe for foreign markets. In the first place, 
trade financed with ECA funds represents only a
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part of the total foreign demand for our goods. 
ECA funds are to finance only the deficit in the 
balance of payments with the Western Hemisphere 
—Europe and the rest of the world may be expected 
to earn substantial amounts for purchases here from 
their own exports of goods and services.

In the second place, the manner in which ECA 
is operating should aid in stimulating a more 
balanced United States foreign trade during the 
recovery phase. Offshore purchases of goods 
financed with ECA funds will provide dollar bal
ances for the supplying nations. Through August 
10, ECA authorizations totaled $1,022 million. Of 
this, less than half ($500 million) represented au
thorizations to purchase United States goods. 
Purchases authorized from Canada totaled almost 
$200 million, from Latin America $60 million, from 
the various participating nations themselves almost 
$100 million, and from other nations $46 million. 
All of these authorizations yield dollar balances 
which will be used largely to buy our goods. Inso
far as the offshore purchases result in less price 
pressure on scarce goods in this country and as 
the nations receiving the funds use them to pur
chase goods not on the OEEC supply schedules, 
it should bring better balance to our exports. Many 
district products with limited European markets 
thus may benefit from other foreign markets.

As far as total Western European demand for 
United States goods is concerned, estimates have 
been made to show what these nations' purchases 
will be from all sources of funds—their own earn
ings plus ECA funds. The following table gives 
some detail of this demand for the 1949 fiscal year.

ESTIMATED WESTERN EUROPEAN PURCHASES FROM THE 
UNITED STATES FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1948-49

(M illions o f dollars at July 1, 1947 prices)

Grains ........................... .

Value of 
purchases 
from U .S .1 

722 Freight cars ................... .

Value of 
purchases 
from U .S .1 

60
Fats and oils ................... .. , 67 Steel equipment ................  48
Oil Cake and meal...... ...... 18 Timber equipment ...... .....  16
Sugar .............................. .. , 29 Electrical equipment ........  95
Meat ................................ .....  12 Copper .............................. ...... 25
Dairy products ...............
Eggs ................................ ...... 20
Dried fruits................. Aluminum ................... _
Rice .................................. 6 Wool .......................... —
Coffee ........................ Cotton y a m s ................... 4
Other foods ................... Cotton cloth ................... ...... 85

(legumes, fresh —
fruits) Rubber .............................. .

Tobacco ............................ Hides, skins, and
Cotton ............................ ...... 438 leather ................................  18
Nitrogen fertilizer ...... ,, , 14 Fish ...................................
Phosphates ................... .. ,, 2 Chemicals .......................
Agricultural Machinery, not elsewhere

machinery ................... specified ....................... ...... 451
Coal .................................. ......  271 Vehicles, not elsewhere
Coal mining specified .......................

machinery .........................  82 Petroleum
Petroleum products ..... ......  479 equipment ...................
Timber ............................ Miscellaneous
Finished steel .............. ......  123 commodities .............. ..... 1,056
Crude and semi Ocean freight .................

finished steel ........... ......  43 ----
Trucks ............................. Total ......................

in c lu d in g  purchases from all sources of funds.

The $6.5 billion total shown for purchases of 
United States goods by Western Europe and the 
breakdown given indicates the magnitude of that 
market for our goods. The district should share in 
the markets for most of the agricultural com
modities, the fertilizer, timber, agricultural ma
chinery, electrical equipment, chemicals, various 
metals, and miscellaneous commodities. Assuming 
that half of the ECA funds expended in the first 
year of operations will go to United States suppliers 
of goods for the European Recovery Program, 
about one-third of Western Europe’s purchases here 
will be financed with ECA funds and two-thirds 
from other sources—mainly their own earnings 
from imports here.

The amount of ECA funds that will go to foreign 
suppliers, supplemented by other dollar balances 
acquired by these nations, also will constitute ef
fective purchasing power for United States goods 
and services. Part of these will be furnished from 
the Eighth District.

During the recovery phase—through 1951—the 
foreign demand for United States goods will be ef
fective to the extent that foreign nations earn dollar 
balances plus the foreign aid we extend under ECA 
(and plus such other credits as are granted and the 
amount of dollar assets and gold they liquidate). 
In other words, our export volume will depend only 
in part on the amount of our imports. After 1951, 
maintenance of a high volume of exports will re
quire a much higher volume of imports than at 
present, unless we are willing to continue to extend 
credit or give away our excess exports.

Recovery in Europe and elsewhere will mean that 
foreign nations will have more goods to sell abroad. 
This is the purpose of our foreign aid program. 
But we must permit a larger volume of imports if 
we are to reap the full benefit of our actions. W e 
have matured rapidly in recent years in our under
standing of the implications of foreign trade. Our 
stated aims, stressed at the recent international 
trade conferences at Geneva and Havana, are to 
eliminate trade barriers and to promote a large 
volume of foreign trade. If we carry through these 
purposes, the district should share in the benefits 
of expanding foreign markets.

Frederick L. Deming
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